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n early October, figures from the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
confirmed what banks have known for some time: the Fundamental Review of
the Trading Book (FRTB) will spark a vast increase in the cost of market-making to
the point that, for some products, it will no longer make sense to continue doing so.
The Basel Committee’s survey of almost 100 banks must have gone down as
smoothly as a pint of icy seawater for dealers still waiting anxiously for the rules to be
finalised before year-end. The largest lenders – so-called global systemically important
banks, or G-Sibs – can expect their market risk capital requirements to increase by
more than half under the regime; one unlucky G-Sib faces an increase of 160.5%.
For smaller lenders – those currently holding Tier 1 capital of less than €3 billion –
the numbers are even more eye-watering: the average increase for this cohort is
76.4%. Dealers will probably feel a mix of pity and schadenfreude for the bank
facing a 469.5% increase in market risk capital.
Little wonder then that banks in many smaller regional markets – those obliged to
implement Basel standards as Group of 20 signatories, but lacking the deep and
mature capital markets of other jurisdictions – have called on global watchdogs to
moderate the standardised approach that most will opt for, decrying the
methodology as too complex.
Basel has given some ground here: in its consultation published earlier this year,
which effectively reopened the regime for further amendments, the watchdog
lowered the risk weights applied to certain asset classes under the standardised
sensitivities-based approach, while also clarifying and simplifying the treatment of
less liquid foreign exchange pairings – a bugbear for emerging market banks.
It remains to be seen whether the Basel Committee will make adopting its
simplest iteration of the rules – the reduced sensitivities-based method – an option
for all but the smallest banks, as is currently the case.
On one other critical aspect of the rules, however, Basel has so far remained
unmoved: the treatment of non-modellable risk factors (NMRFs). Under the rules,
NMRFs that lack enough data are to be priced accurately under the internal
models approach, and therefore face punitive capital add-ons on top of modelgenerated requirements.
The aggregate impact of these add-ons is driving a large part of the increase in
the minimum capital banks expect to see under the regime – perhaps a much
higher proportion than many dealers have cared to admit. Where banks had
previously estimated up to one-third of the increase could be driven by NMRFs,
some dealers now admit more than half the jump in minimum requirements could
be driven by add-ons.
That makes minimising NMRFs the top priority for banks but, unfortunately, the
scope for doing so within the regulation looks limited. To qualify as modellable, a
risk factor must be supported by 24 price observations during the course of a year,
which cannot be more than a month apart. Banks’ biggest gripe with this definition
is its failure to take account of seasonality: trading in a given market being
concentrated at a particular time of year, otherwise being punctuated by long lulls
over the summer period.
However, in its consultation, the Basel Committee claimed it had seen no
evidence of the “materiality” of the impact of seasonality, adding it was not minded
to not make any changes to the framework unless it was presented with
“compelling evidence” that any were needed.
As Anna Holten Møller, senior analyst for market risk at Denmark’s Nykredit, puts
it (see pages 8–11), banks still have work to do on “convincing regulators that
seasonality is real”.
Tom Osborn
Desk editor, risk management, Risk.net
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Embracing the sea change
Firms have until 2021 to implement FRTB, and those yet to begin compliance efforts risk putting themselves at a disadvantage.
EY‘s financial services risk partners Shaun Abueita and Sonja Koerner explore the current level of readiness within the industry, what
firms have done so far to prepare for FRTB and how those still in search of the most suitable solution for them can exploit innovative
technologies to get ahead of the curve
Background
FRTB overhauls the market risk capital
framework to meet the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision’s objectives of
addressing shortcomings in the current
Basel 2.5 framework and reducing riskweighted asset variability across firms
and jurisdictions.
The final rules are expected to be
published by the Basel Committee by
the end of 2018, with an anticipated
go-live date of January 1, 2022. Through
Basel Committee consultation over
2018, the industry welcomed a number
Shaun Abueita
of framework revisions. However,
uncertainty still remains in a number
of key areas, including the identification and capitalisation of non-modellable
risk factors (NMRFs), profit-and-loss attribution (PLA) and elements of the
standardised approach (SA).
Calibration of PLA thresholds continues to present challenges, and for
NMRFs the choice of risk factor bucketing, impact of seasonality and lack of
diversification benefit continue to raise concerns. Moreover, within the SA
framework, the treatment of foreign exchange curvature risk and the correlation
trading portfolio perimeter are still subject to industry discussion.
Industry readiness
Against this backdrop, firms are at various levels of strategic FRTB readiness and
have taken a range of approaches to achieve compliance.
Most firms have engaged in some form of impact analysis, either as part of
industry or regulatory impact studies, or under internal firm initiatives to size up
the potential capital impact and plan for optimal compliance.
For compliance, most firms have prioritised the development of the
mandatory SA framework over the internal models approach. This is due to
the SA framework design’s relative certainty and its role as a backstop to any
unanticipated accelerated jurisdictional compliance timelines.
Some firms are running standalone strategic FRTB compliance programmes
and are managing the risk of final rule uncertainty by building flexibility into their
implementation. They plan to refine their models and methodologies, if need
be, once the rules are finalised. Others have focused on embedding core FRTB
requirements within up-and-running strategic change programmes with a view to
consolidating these once the rules are finalised. These initiatives have focused on:

• Increasing data, systems and
methodology alignment across the
front office, risk and finance
• Data remediation and consolidation
• Increasing risk factor coverage and
granularity within the value-at-risk
(VAR) model
• Broadening the use of full revaluation
for risk measurement.
In addition, the compute and
operational demands of FRTB have
highlighted a need to leverage innovative
new technologies. This includes the use of
machine-learning and artificial-intelligence
Sonja Koerner
techniques to check and cleanse market
data at source, building single enterprise-wide data repositories, using cloud
technology to expand compute capacity, and developing intelligent predictive
analytics to better report, monitor and manage risk and capital.
What should firms be doing?
Although the final FRTB rules and timelines are still evolving, the scale of change
required to comply with the proposed framework is, by any standards, enormous.
Firms yet to begin their compliance journeys should urgently seek to engage
senior stakeholders across business, risk, finance and technology functions
to mobilise in an integrated fashion. Those that have sought to prioritise the
development of core FRTB capabilities should ensure those capabilities are
indeed able to address the requirements of FRTB; for instance, the treatment
of variable liquidity horizons under full revaluation, dynamic exclusion and
reinclusion of NMRFs within the model, the ability to run full revaluation
calculations over a 10-year scenario history by risk type or factor, or at book,
desk or top-of-house level, as well as the analytics capabilities to query and
understand model outcomes.
Firms should also be thinking about leveraging innovative technologies to
more quickly and efficiently measure, manage and optimise risk exposure. This
will undoubtedly provide a competitive advantage to those that effectively and
proactively embrace these technologies from the outset. ■
This article contains information in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only.
It is not intended to be a substitute for detailed research or the exercise of professional judgement.
Member firms of the global EY organisation cannot accept responsibility for loss to any person relying
on this article.
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Why FRTB remains critical
Critics of FRTB are wrong, write John Beckwith and Sanjay Sharma

A

s the world approaches the tenth
anniversary of Lehman Brothers’
collapse and the ensuing global
financial crisis, memories are fading
along with the lessons learnt – and the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision’s FRTB is facing
headwinds from many in the industry.
There are two principal arguments for resisting
the finalisation and adoption of FRTB. The first is
that regulators and industry have already done
enough to mitigate systemic risk, and FRTB will
simply add cost and complexity to an already
over-regulated financial industry. The second is that
backward-looking regulation, as FRTB is assumed
to be, will not prevent the inherently unknowable
drivers of the next crisis. In fact, some suggest that
positive feedback from comprehensive regulation,
combined with hindsight bias, could lead to larger
financial bubbles and excesses in the future.
But these arguments do not stand up.
Regulations implemented since the 2008 global
financial crisis, while laudable, do not address the
main legal deficiencies that led to it. If FRTB is not
implemented, global markets and banking systems
will be prone to systemic shocks, which will probably
stem from identified but unaddressed weaknesses
in current market risk frameworks. FRTB is also a
robust, self-correcting, market-based framework for
creating stable and enduring trading environments
that will persist in the faster, more connected global
financial ecosystems of the future.
Criticisms of FRTB
FRTB sceptics have argued along the following lines:
• Implementation costs are too high
• It is too complex to implement
• Excesses in the US housing market that led to the
financial crisis have been resolved
• FRTB is obsolete and unnecessary because
legislative and regulatory developments since
the financial crisis have de-risked and simplified
bank trading books. Often cited as evidence are
Basel 2.5, stress testing, leverage ratios, resolution
planning and global systemically important
bank (G-Sib) capital buffers.
But these arguments miss a fundamental point:
FRTB is not designed to be simply a new capital
calculation engine. Rather, it is designed to transform
the measurement and management of trading

4
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activities into robust processes that are sensitive
to the observability and suitability of risk factor
sensitivities as they change over time. In short, FRTB,
for the first time, incorporates securities-level liquidity
into the framework for managing trading risk and its
impact on the trading book will be as consequential
as Basel II was to the banking capital framework.
Other regulatory developments
are not enough
G-Sib buffers, leverage ratios and Basel 2.5 rules
principally address bank regulatory capital. But,
heading into the 2008 financial crisis, bank capital
did not appear to be a weakness. In fact, as late as
2007, it was widely touted as a source of strength.
Figure 1 compares US bank leverage, liquidity risk
and size from just after the lending crisis in 2001
to the beginning of the market crisis in 2007. Note
that leverage at both large and small banks declined

during this period, even while gross assets in the
system nearly doubled. The capital adequacy of the
banks was not the issue.
What was the principal contributing factor to
the 2008 global financial crisis? It was increasingly
illiquid securities held outside of the banking
system, funded by short-term borrowings that were
backed directly and indirectly by banks. Compare
the increase in leverage ratios and short-term
funding at brokers and hedge funds to that
of banks. As we now know, securities held
in the shadow banking system were backed
by banks using a variety of off-balance-sheet
mechanisms and started to become illiquid in late
2006. Nonetheless, these assets continued to
be marked to market, model or myth throughout
2007 and 2008. Many banks temporarily
avoided writedowns on illiquid assets by moving
instruments from trading books to banking books.

1. Size, leverage and liquidity risk of US financial institutions
2001 Q4
Assets
(€bn)
Commercial
banks

6,552

2007 Q4

Liquid ShortLeverage assets
term
funding
11

6.6%

26.5%

Change
Of which:
Large
institutions

2,291

12.2

6.7%

32.9%

Change
Savings
institutions

1,317

11.6

3%

18.2%

Change
Credit unions

456
2,376

28

2.4%

1,417

42.3

0.2%

Change
Hedge funds
(AUM)

539

9.8

4.6%

33.2%

70.7%

–1.2

–2

6.7%

5,422

11.8

4.6%

37.5%

136.7%

–0.4

–21

4.6

1,852

9.1

2.3%

22.6%

40.6%

–2.5

–0.7

4.4

57.3%

4,686

45

0.4%

63.4%

97.2

17

–2

6.1

1,677

23.7

0.7%

18.3%

–18.6

0.5

1,868

Change
Total

11,182

53.3%

Change
GSEs

Liquid ShortLeverage assets
term
funding

699

Change
Brokers

Assets
(€bn)

246.6%
12,657

21,964
Source: Bank of England Working Paper 747
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FRTB versus stress testing
Stress testing is an important tool for prudential
supervision, which was not available before
the crisis. At the same time, stress testing is
cumbersome, costly and limited by the imagination
of authorities that will probably not envision every
black swan before it appears.
The FRTB framework addresses vulnerabilities
built into trading platforms and market systems that
still exist today. At its core, FRTB addresses:
• Diminishing and variable marketability of trading
instruments through new frameworks around
liquidity horizons, risk factor observability and nonmodellable risk factors
• T he migration of less liquid trading instruments to
more banking book loss estimation through the
new default risk charge and, for the standardised
approach, the residual risk add-on
• T he current ‘all or nothing’ approach to
supervisory intervention by instituting a more
granular, desk-centric regulatory framework built
upon sensitivities at the local level
•A
 rbitrage possibilities between banking and
trading books by creating a less permeable, more
well-prescribed boundary
• Misalignment across front-office models and risk
models by creating a new framework for P&L
attribution and backtesting.
Financial participants became wary of the solvency
of their counterparties, which ultimately included
major regulated banks.
Increased regulatory capital ratios, or limitations
or reformations of specific structures will not
avert the next crisis. Innovative traders will create
new structures to arbitrage existing rules and
market liquidity will inevitably be driven by banks
with access to central bank liquidity. Rather, the
appropriate lesson is that bank capital deployed
against trading book securities must dynamically
conform to changes in the observed trading liquidity
of these securities.
Global supervisors and central bankers should
be given credit for putting in place a myriad of
new rules since 2009, which have made the global
banking system more secure. Nonetheless, very
few of the provisions taken to date address the
fundamental challenge of managing liquidity across
all asset types and securities. Basel 2.5 does not
provide a capital distinction for varying liquidity
horizons or unobserved risk factors. Reallocation of
instruments between banking and trading remains
allowable with relative ease. FRTB is the only
framework that creates a comprehensive, variable
system for attributing additional capital to risk
factors and instruments as the underlying liquidity in
trading assets deteriorates.

Comparing cost of FRTB with
fallout from a systemic event
Several studies have estimated the cost of the 2008
global financial crisis, expressed in terms of GDP and
employment. According to a summary by the Bank
of England,1 the impact ranged from 1% to 8% of
2010 US GDP. Clearly, the cumulative global impact
over time would have been orders of magnitude
higher. But even applying the lowest estimate (–1%)
to the most recent second-quarter estimate of
US GDP ($20.4 trillion) shows that the benefit of
avoiding, or even just delaying, the next systemic
crisis dwarfs any FRTB implementation costs to the
banking industry.

Even if FRTB has a minimal impact on overall
capital requirements today, which is the stated goal
of the BCBS, the new framework will nonetheless
create an environment to capture and capitalise
future emerging threats within specific risk factors
and securities in real time. The main strength of the
FRTB framework, which has not received deserved
attention, is that trading constraints become driven
by market forces rather than being regulatory
measures put into effect after a crisis is under way. ■
Previously published on Risk.net
1

 ank of England, Would macroprudential regulation have prevented
B
the last crisis?, Staff working paper no. 747, August 2018,
https://bit.ly/2xNBdXN

Why FRTB can be implemented by banks of all sizes
In chapter 11 of our book, The FRTB: Concepts, implications and implementation, we outline a 13-step plan in
three stages for implementing FRTB, which can be followed by banks across all geographies and of all sizes.
While the timeframe, resources and cost will vary across banks, we believe the most important aspects of FRTB’s
three levels of implementation can be adopted at a reasonable cost by any bank. Furthermore, we think most
banks will find the groundwork required for implementing FRTB – particularly around data integration and
model alignment – will become mandatory over the next few years as sales and trading platforms become
faster, more automated and more systemically connected.

risk.net
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Amber zone in new P&L test
‘almost useless’, say banks
Analysis shows many desks would not benefit from safe harbour in Basel FRTB proposals. By Samuel Wilkes with editing by Alex Krohn

P

arameters set by international regulators
for trading desks to qualify for an
intermediate capital charge under
suggested amendments to market risk
capital rules are too restrictive to avoid cliff effects
in capital, according to bankers who have simulated
the impact of the proposals.
Regulators aim to give banks more breathing
space in a key modelling test by introducing an
“amber zone”, alongside a simple pass or fail.
“The calibration they have made for the
parameters is too narrow,” says a market risk
manager at a European bank. “The gap between
going into green and red doesn’t make much
difference. There will be quite a lot of desks still falling
in the red and not keeping in the amber zone.”
In the revised market risk capital framework,
known as FRTB, banks must pass a so-called

6
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profit-and-loss attribution (PLA) test in order
to calculate capital under the internal models
approach (IMA). The test measures the accuracy
of banks’ estimates of profit and loss (P&L) across
trading desks.
Failure means banks must use a regulator-set
standardised model to calculate capital, which
produces significantly higher capital requirements
than banks’ own models.
In a series of proposed amendments to FRTB
that the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision
unveiled for consultation on March 22, the
regulators introduced a new intermediate stage for
desks not meeting the requirements for the IMA
but also not performing so poorly as to warrant
completely failing the PLA test. Desks landing
in this amber zone would be required to hold
more capital than the IMA but lower than the

standardised approach.
The industry hailed the addition of the amber
zone as a significant improvement to the test as
it would smooth the transition of capital between
internal and standardised models.
However, initial findings from banks on simulated
portfolios show the intermediate capital requirement
to be of little benefit. A senior modelling expert at a
global investment bank describes the amber zone as
“almost useless”.
“The way the amber zone is calibrated right
now, you wouldn’t see the benefit of the smooth
transition in capital requirements,” the expert says.
“You have a very small chance of desks falling into
it as they just show up in red very quickly.”
As the changes represent a significant overhaul
of the previous PLA test, banks have not been able
to evaluate how real portfolios cope under the new
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methodology and so have been running the tests on
simulated portfolios.
“We understand that the Basel Committee
want to finalise everything and wrap up FRTB by
year-end but looking at what the capabilities are at
banks to do this test, nobody has built their systems
completely yet,” says Jouni Aaltonen, a director at
the Association for Financial Markets in Europe, a
banking advocacy body. “It is difficult to calibrate the
thresholds right at this stage, when you don’t know
how the systems perform and what the real data
would indicate of adequacy of those thresholds.”
The rule amendments also revamp the calculation
methods used in the PLA test to assess the
alignment between P&L estimates generated by
front-office pricing systems and those generated by
back-office internal model-generated risk measures.
Banks must use two different calculation methods
to assess the alignment. If banks fall short of the
thresholds set for the green zone in either method

the middle of changing systems for FRTB. Having
said that, when you see something that is apparent
even in simple models, you have to take it seriously
because it means it doesn’t take much to produce
an effect like that.”
Model failures caused by chance factors were
also much more likely to cause the model to drop
straight into the red zone, the expert found.
“If you take a good model and you simulate it
10,000 times, there will be some small percentage
that will fail by random chance,” says the expert.
“When you look at how many of those show up in
the amber versus red, it is tiny. So even when you
look at just random fluctuations there is very little
chance of it falling into the amber zone.”
Similar results have occurred in simulations at
other banks. In a joint consultation response1 by
three industry groups, nine out of 27 simulated
portfolios failed to meet the standards of the green
zone for both the KS and Chi X methods. Of these

“The way the amber zone is calibrated right now, you wouldn’t see the
benefit of the smooth transition in capital requirements”
Modelling expert at a global investment bank

then they must move to the capital requirements set
for the zone their lower result falls into.
Once a desk falls into the red zone, the only way
to reduce capital requirements is by meeting the
thresholds for the green zone the next time the test
is conducted, which would be at the end of the
following quarter.
One calculation method is the Spearman
correlation method, which determines whether the
P&L values of the front and back office move in the
same direction as each other on a daily basis.
For the second method, the Basel Committee has
proposed two alternatives for the industry to choose
from: either the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) method or
Chi X method. Both measure the distance between
the P&L values of the front and back offices.
Highway to the red zone
The senior modelling expert says simulations
conducted by his team showed that slight
“perturbs” in a model cause it to jump straight into
the red zone rather than the amber zone in both the
KS and Chi X methods.
“We tried to create reasonable models that were
simple enough to do quickly in order to respond to
the consultation paper,” says the expert. “It requires
a lot of data from the banks and many of us are in

nine, seven fell straight into the red zone.
“Looking at the simulated portfolio data it
seems that the thresholds are just very tight,” says
Aaltonen. “It is very difficult to make much use of the
amber zone at this calibration because the portfolios
seem to jump immediately from green to red because
it is a very narrow band for the amber zone.”
One reason the amber zone is believed to be tight
in the KS method is because of modifications made
by the Basel Committee to the original method.
The KS method is usually used to measure the
distance between two sampled distributions that
are independent of one another. However, the P&Ls
of the front and back office are not independent.
The senior modelling expert believes the Basel
Committee tightened the thresholds to reflect that.
“This is not your textbook application of the KS
method,” says the expert. “This is why they have
thresholds in the consultative paper that seem so
extreme they don’t make sense but it is clear to us
they are making that modification because they
know these samples are not independent.”
For the Chi X method, the thresholds are
calibrated similarly to those used in other
applications, but simulations have shown both tests
both produce similar results and a narrow margin
for the amber zone.

Careful what you wish for
In the joint industry response, the three industry
groups call for the thresholds for the amber in all
tests – including the Spearman correlation method –
to be widened. Although the groups state they have
not been able to carry out thorough analysis on the
Spearman correlation method, from their expert
judgement the thresholds “seem quite stringent”.
The senior modelling expert says it is not clear that
the amber zone for the Spearman test is too restrictive.
“We don’t have real portfolios for this study but
we haven’t seen enough evidence,” the expert says.
“No one has been able to produce enough evidence
to prove that the thresholds for the Spearman
correlation are a problem.”
The expert believes the Basel Committee will
likely adjust the amber zone as set out in both the
KS and Chi X methods.
“The narrowness of the amber zone is likely
to be addressed,” says the expert. “What is not
clear is how they will do it. Ideally we would like
all thresholds moved for KS and Chi X. What the
industry certainly don’t think would be wise is to
expand the amber zone by tightening the green
zone. That would be a huge step back.”
So far, the amendments by the Basel Committee
have been viewed as an improvement to FRTB.
A problem with the previous version of the
PLA test was that the outcome could be heavily
influenced by outlier market events, which would
result in banks being forced to use the standardised
approach based on an outlier rather than the quality
of models. Banks say the new methods are less
sensitive to outlier events.
The Basel Committee also increased the length
of the observation period banks must use in the test
from the previous month to the previous year.
“The time series now used as an input is much
longer and that is an improvement,” says Thomas
Obitz, of regulatory consultancy RiskTransform. “Every
test has a certain distribution of results and the
smaller your test sample is, the higher the probability
you are failing it merely due to statistical noise.
So using 12 months’ data stabilises the results.” ■
Previously published on Risk.net

1

I nternational Swaps and Derivatives Association, BCBS Consultation
Paper, Revisions to the minimum capital requirements for market
risk, June 2018, https://bit.ly/2OTccRh

>> Further reading on www.risk.net
• Banks fear more trades will be caught in
NMRF trap www.risk.net/5636151
• Basel to scrap automatic fails for P&L test
www.risk.net/5466276
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Sponsored Q&A

Compliance preparations
amid uncertain rules
A forum of industry leaders discusses how banks will define individual trading desks under FRTB, whether BCBS 239 compliance
projects can help banks meet FRTB risk data challenges, which model validation obstacles banks still face and other key topics

Shaun Abueita, Partner,
Financial Services Risk
www.ey.com
How will the Basel changes affect profit-and-loss attribution (PLA)
and other validation tests for internal models?
Shaun Abueita, EY: The March 2018 Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision consultation on FRTB introduced a number of welcome changes
to the framework – in particular to the prescribed eligibility tests. For PLA, the
alignment of risk-theoretical and hypothetical profit-and-loss (P&L) data inputs,
treatment of valuation adjustments, revisions to the frequency of the tests, the
penalty function, and proposals for new and more consistent test metrics were
all very warmly received.
In other areas, however, uncertainty remains – particularly around
the calibration of PLA thresholds and, in the case of non-modellable risk
factors (NMRFs), the treatment of certain market transaction frequency and
seasonality characteristics. So, while elements of the eligibility tests have been
refined and made clearer under the consultation, the bar to use internal models
at trading desk or risk factor level remains high.
Adolfo Montoro, Deutsche Bank: The changes will enhance the chance of
desks passing the revised eligibility test. The regulators did a good job improving
the framework in the new proposal included in the consultative paper that was
published in the first quarter of 2018. The proposal to introduce the new ratios
was a step in the right direction to fix a methodological flaw that was present in
the January 2016 framework, and increase model stability and related output.
The new penalty function will also hopefully smooth the capital volatility derived
from the PLA. The amber zone means banks have a period in which they can still
fix any problems. Now it’s a calibration issue – the red and amber thresholds
need to be adequately calibrated by means of using results from real portfolios,
and banks will need to have enough time now to build the newly established
risk-theoretical P&L framework.
Anna Holten Møller, Nykredit: Typically for FRTB there are outstanding
questions and uncertainties around PLA tests, but the proposed changes are
definitely a step in the right direction, and the Basel Committee co‑operating
with the industry is very positive. The chances of internal models consistently
passing validation tests have gone from impossible to difficult. One difficulty
is passing tests on a much more granular level and, since the consequences of
failing can be significant, banks have to be on top of their models at all times,
even though the test frequency has been lowered.
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What is the outlook for data pooling and model validation?
Martijn Groot, Asset Control: The outlook for data pooling and model
validation is the sourcing of an increasing breadth and depth of market data,
especially for banks using the internal models approach (IMA). The best way to
limit the impact of NMRFs is to cast the widest possible net in terms of sourcing
real price information.
This can include a bank’s own trades combined with industry solutions. In
terms of industry solutions, Asset Control expects a much richer and more
diverse market data landscape, with traditional data providers looking to
extend their products to fit more closely with the FRTB NMRF use case and
new data products owned by contributors entering the market. Independent
from FRTB requirements, many banks are starting to look for ways to pool their
market data to lower data costs, which can include end-of-day valuation marks
or trade-level information.
Because of post-trade transparency regulation – the revised Markets in
Financial Instruments Directive (Mifid II) this year and the Securities Financing
Transactions Regulation next year – there has also been an increase in the
amount of public data to work with.
Industry solutions are going to remain at raw-trade or risk-bucket level (with
some mapping and cleansing) – which is not a complete risk factor assessment
push service, because there is too much variation between the IMA banks in
how they have set up their risk factors. What is important for firms in preparing
market data for models and risk factor modellability assessment is to not only
have the sourcing capabilities, but also integration and deduplication capabilities,
and to provide an easy approach to link the trade data and/or buckets to a
bank’s risk factors. Real trade data can also play an important role in complying
with prudent valuation requirements.
Shaun Abueita: While, conceptually, data pooling is a sensible way to
maximise risk factor modellability, a number of practical hurdles need to be
considered to fully realise its benefits.
These include obvious confidentiality considerations and constraints around
sharing data, however sanitised, and the economics of pooling, particularly when
considering the size of certain firms’ trading activities relative to others, and the
divergence between the contributions they would make to and benefits they
would reap from a data pool.
There are also concerns that firms may compromise competitive advantage
through broader disclosure of transaction data. This is particularly the case where
a firm may dominate trading activity in a specific product type or market segment,
whereby sharing transaction data may serve only to benefit competitors.
Notwithstanding these challenges, the industry needs a clear, collective
understanding of the specific transaction data to be pooled for mutual benefit.
Achieving this requires each bank to map its universe of FRTB risk factors to
traded instruments, and in turn to existing repositories of transaction data to
identify residual modellability gaps. That process is complex and time-consuming,
with many firms yet to move beyond tactical and targeted analyses, to strategic
identification of modellability gaps.
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Adolfo Montoro,
Director, Market Risk Management
and Risk Methodology,
Deutsche Bank

How much preparatory work can be completed while the rules
remain unclear?
Adolfo Montoro: A lot can be done. If you look at the IMA, at this stage it is
very important to prioritise the development of the risk-theoretical framework.
Such development is going to generate a feedback loop within an organisation,
enabling front-office quants, model developers and market data teams to work
together closely to work out why, for example, a certain model configuration is
not producing a sufficiently accurate outcome to pass the tests. Additionally, you
could make a start on building expected shortfall, reduced sets and a full set for
various configurations.
The foundation can also be built for the standardised approach (SA). Having
a full valuation framework in the risk model that is fully aligned with the
pricing model used for P&L, for example, as well as improvements in front-toback-office alignment could start before the rules are complete. For FRTB, it
is critical that institutions focus heavily not only on what to build but also on
laying down the foundational business procedures and business models that
will define how the various old and new suites of risk models, part of the FRTB
framework, will communicate with each other on a daily basis – this is known
as ‘FRTB interplay’.

Anna Holten Møller: The changes banks are required to make to be
FRTB‑compliant are quite comprehensive. With uncertainty around PLA, NMRFs,
and so on, the business case for internal models is not crystal clear. When you
add capital floors and implementation timeline uncertainty to the equation, it is
clear why banks might await clarification before building fully fledged internal
models. But the dust is slowly settling on an SA, so efforts spent calculating and
understanding those numbers are not wasted.
Shaun Abueita: While there are elements of the framework yet to be clarified
and finalised, many banks are progressing with strategic implementation and
compliance initiatives. These are either in the form of dedicated FRTB programmes
or aligned initiatives that will support FRTB compliance once rules are clarified.
While most firms are prioritising strategic SA development and
implementation, wider foundational initiatives typically include acceleration and
broadening of full revaluation coverage, PLA and NMRF-failure driver analysis
and remediation, improving risk factor granularity and coverage, and data
consolidation, cleansing and remediation efforts.
In the context of a rules set that is subject to change and potentially different
jurisdictional implementations, such initiatives have been viewed as ‘no regrets’
and a benefit to businesses regardless of rule outcomes.

Are regional banks likely to opt to scrap plans for internal models?
Adolfo Montoro: FRTB is a business decision based on the risk capital of the
bank, so some will scrap it while others will see value in building an internal model.
Shaun Abueita: This remains to be seen; however, the capital impact of the
IMA, which currently includes a material anticipated NMRF component at many
firms has certainly prompted broader internal debate regarding the cost benefit of
becoming, or remaining, an IMA firm. That being said, there may be a regulatory
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expectation that firms engaging in complex and sophisticated trading activity
adopt an IMA framework to align with the sophistication of their businesses.

As a last resort, firms may choose to exit certain positions or activities if
deemed costly from a modellability perspective.

Anna Holten Møller: I don’t think size will necessarily decide whether banks
go for an internal model – rather their existing risk modelling ‘machinery’ and
infrastructure. It is a given, though, that banks without internal models today
will not build internal models under FRTB. Even for banks that do, FRTB is a big
challenge and an investment that has to be carefully considered.

Anna Holten Møller: Data pooling is the answer that comes to mind, and by
convincing regulators that seasonality is real.

Martijn Groot
Vice President, Marketing and Strategy
www.asset-control.com

How can banks reduce the number of NMRFs?
Martijn Groot: By expanding their scope for sourcing real prices. This includes
internal information sourced from the bank’s trading systems, public data
from trade repositories and from post-trade transparency obligations, and
industry solutions created by firms pooling their trades. Cross-referencing this
to risk factors, combined with a frequent (re-)evaluation of the NMRF metric to
have appropriate dashboards and an early warning system for looming nonmodellability, must also be a part of the approach.
Solution providers such as Asset Control help the market data management
infrastructure to source, integrate and master the market data required for FRTB
compliance. Its business rules and user interface allow for quick configuration to
derive additional data, including curves, proxies, stress scenarios and modellability
scores. Stress scenarios can include historical, regulatory and hypothetical scenarios
created by the bank. When it comes to modellability assessment, clients control the
granularity of their risk factors and can set up links between them and ‘real prices’.
Early warning is given on, for instance, looming non-modellability or changes in the
liquidity horizon due to developments in market caps or credit ratings.
Adolfo Montoro: If you look at the spirit of the NMRF charge, you could say
certain products should just be traded more frequently, so we can then leverage
off the marking process and pricing of the various products for end-of-day
purposes to extend the risk factor coverage within risk models. This would
increase the chances of passing the risk factor eligibility test, aligning the risk
factor to product mappings used for end-of-day purposes with the one used for
other functions, such as risk and finance. There is also an expectation that banks
will undertake price recovery – hoping to recover historical trading prices – so
there are clear links between the marking process and producing a historical time
series. This particular requirement will require institutions to rethink their market
data strategies and strictly align them to the requirements of PLA and NMRF.
Shaun Abueita: Firms must first understand the drivers of modellability
failure. This may be due to risk factor definition, the firm’s risk factor to a traded
instrument-mapping approach or assumptions, or as a result of the scarcity or
seasonality of underlying transaction data currently available to them.
Having a clear understanding of modellability-failure drivers will enable
firms to take corrective action, by refining their risk factor definition or mapping
approaches and assumptions, or by sourcing data externally – from vendors or a
future data pool.
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What is the outlook for regimes for banks with small trading desks
and non‑banks?
Shaun Abueita: While non-banks and firms with small trading desks will
typically have simpler systems and infrastructure, and a basic trading book
structure and framework, adoption of FRTB may not be straightforward
for them. This is particularly the case for currently standardised firms
evolving to the new FRTB SA or IMA frameworks, rather than the FRTB
simplified approach.
At a bare minimum, the adoption of SA would necessitate the computation
of risk factor sensitivities, availability of attribute and metadata to process the
calculation, and analytics to assess and manage model outcomes. While vendor
solutions are available, implementation would be a non-trivial undertaking for
most firms.
Will national jurisdictions be able to align implementation?
Shaun Abueita: It is hard to say, as most national jurisdictions are waiting
for final Basel Committee rules to be published before starting transcription
into their own legislative frameworks. That being said, a lack of jurisdictional
alignment would certainly complicate implementation for impacted firms. Most
importantly, however, it would undermine one of the primary objectives of the
FRTB initiative: to drive broader global standardisation and remove scope for
cross‑jurisdictional capital arbitrage.
In which areas will banks need more guidance from
national supervisors?
Adolfo Montoro: A lot has already been covered in the published FAQs. Banks
will need to bring regulators on the journey while they implement FRTB, and if
an interpretation issue arises they will be there to help. Regulators will need to
be co‑operative and proactive in making sure whatever is implemented shapes
the expectation.
Anna Holten Møller: In cases where local market issues are not significant
enough to make lobbyists’ agendas and are therefore not raised as industrywide concerns. FRTB aims to standardise market risk and capital calculations,
and to do so a lot of things are bucketed and classified in a one-size-fits-all
manner. However, not everyone suits the same size, and hopefully national
supervisors will allow some latitude to accommodate local banks in these
special cases.

Can compliance projects for the Basel Committee’s principles for
effective risk data aggregation and reporting (BCBS 239) help to
meet the FRTB risk data challenge?
Martijn Groot: BCBS 239 has forced banks to think differently about
data quality. Similar to developments in other industries – for example, life
sciences data becoming findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable,
known as FAIR1 – financial services firms have started to look more critically
at the quality, comparability and accessibility of data. BCBS 239 introduced
principles for risk data aggregation, including data governance, architecture
and infrastructure.
1

J Clark-Casey, Software Sustainability Institute, Life sciences data needs to be FAIR, January 2018,
https://bit.ly/2MMf9WT
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In terms of accuracy, integrity, completeness, timeliness and adaptability,
if banks comply with the spirit of BCBS 239, they should have the data
infrastructure in place that gives them a clear grasp of current data inventory and
quality, prepares them for evolving regulatory requirements and makes it possible
to cut different reports by looking at risk from various angles. Prerequisites for this
include a grasp of data inventory, streamlined sourcing and distribution processes,
a clear change process for data standards, and a common understanding of
terminology and required critical data elements for different reports.
It also includes audit and bi-temporal capabilities to reproduce and analyse
results and support root‑cause analysis on data issues for internal audit and
regulatory reviews. Data lineage and traceability provide the ability to explain
valuation and risk metrics. Apart from BCBS 239, banks in the eurozone are
subject to the European Central Bank’s Targeted Review of Internal Models
(Trim) process. Trim goes into further detail regarding data lineage, traceability
and specific data-quality metrics, such as on the prevalence and suitability of
proxies. The Trim timelines fall in between BCBS 239 and FRTB.
If banks have reacted to BCBS 239 requirements by adding manually created
reports, they have done themselves a disservice. However, if they improved their
data infrastructure, they will be much better prepared for future risk regulation,
including FRTB and the market data requirements of annex D in the most recent
consultative paper.2
Asset Control believes in flexible but rigorous market data management to take
the risk out of risk data. Our solutions are often brought in to replace internally
built systems that can no longer cope with volumes and/or audit or lineage
requirements. Often they are too costly to maintain and, in many cases, simply do
not scale. Asset Control specialises in market data management solutions for the
middle office and operations. Our highly scalable solutions deliver quick return on
investment, can be on-premises or cloud-deployed, satisfy the BCBS 239 principles
and focus on business user enablement, easy access and workflow integration.
Adolfo Montoro: Yes, as there are significant links in terms of improving the
quality, accuracy and timeliness of the data in the output of the framework.
Anna Holten Møller: Complying with BCBS 239 will definitely have some
positive side effects on FRTB projects. But, since FRTB is so specific on what
data is needed for internal models and SAs, a focused FRTB effort is necessary.

Anna Holten Møller,
Senior Analyst, Market Risk,
Nykredit

What model validation challenges remain for banks?
Anna Holten Møller: Depending on the quality of banks’ current setups, there
is a need to align front-office and risk management models. Some alignment may
come as a side effect of other FRTB activities, such as aligning data, but ultimately
it comes down to the models. For some banks, that means tweaking existing
models, but for many it means building new models and even a new infrastructure.
At the same time, banks have to rethink their trading desk structures. That the FRTB
framework is still subject to change makes it even more challenging.
2


Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, Revisions to the minimum capital requirements for market risk,
Consultative document, March 2018, https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d436.pdf

Adolfo Montoro: The model validation effort will increase. If banks are aiming
to push various desks towards the IMA, they will probably need to move to a full
valuation framework, which brings the challenge of tightly aligning the valuation
models used for pricing and P&L purposes with the models to include a risk
perspective. FRTB will raise the bar in terms of the accuracy of internal models.
More risk factors will need to evaluated, included in the risk models, backtested,
and so on. The FRTB PLA test will encourage closer alignment between price
valuation for P&L and the valuation for risk, so there could be some synergies
in their activity. The challenge will be to make sure validation becomes an
opportunity not an obstacle.
Shaun Abueita: Effective model risk management requires new or modified
models or methodologies to undergo rigorous independent validation, and FRTB
is no exception. Robust validation is also a prerequisite for a firm’s regulatory
model application and approval process. The finite timeline and resources
required to process the volume of new and modified models and methodologies
under FRTB will be a real challenge at most institutions, and particularly in the
context of already stretched enterprise model risk management functions.

To what extent are banks embracing the opportunity for
transformational change?
Shaun Abueita: Given the broad business impact of the proposed FRTB
rules, and their potential material capital impact, a number of banks are
using compliance efforts to drive transformational methodology and
infrastructure change. This is evidenced by efforts around enterprise-wide
methodology and risk factor coverage and alignment, data consolidation
and remediation, and broadening of the use of full revaluation for
risk measurement.
In addition, a number of firms have sought to leverage innovative new
technologies to optimise their measurement and management of market
risk. Efforts have included deployment of machine learning and artificialintelligence techniques to analyse and cleanse market data at source, cloud
technology for rapid incremental compute capacity, and the development of
intelligent predictive analytics capabilities to better manage risk and capital
outcomes. This includes the prediction and anticipation of PLA and NMRF test
outcomes such that remedial action may be taken to avoid test failure, where
feasible to do so.
Adolfo Montoro: A lot of banks will use this as a catalyst, but different
institutions are at different stages. FRTB is not just a change in how market risk
capital is calculated, it’s a catalyst for moving into risk models – for example,
the valuation functions used within them or their data input – with tighter
alignment with the front office in terms of architecture, business processes
streamlining process controls, and so on. It’s a catalyst for aligning the market
data strategy and related controls front to back. For example, end-of-day data
used for pricing a product or calculating the P&L of a desk should be reused
for the purpose of building historical time-series-entering risk models. The level
of accuracy and transparency required means you don’t want people doing a
job machines could be doing. The feedback loop to the developer or the bank
will need to be quicker than today in explaining why the PLA model isn’t in line
with expectation.
Anna Holten Møller: By now, everyone understands that smaller
adjustments and fixes will not do the job and that a transformational
change is needed. The mentality seems to be that something
good may as well be made of this; perhaps even turning it into a
competitive advantage. ■
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Trade bodies reveal threat
to risk factor modellability
Swaptions, sovereign credit default swaps and long-dated swaps at risk of being non-modellable risk factors, writes Louie Woodall

A

n array of popular derivatives products traded by banks would
incur large capital add-ons under the current version of the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision’s market risk rules because of
seasonal lulls in supply and demand.
The framework, known as FRTB, assigns capital charges to a bank’s trading
book based on its sensitivity to certain risk factors. A bank’s sensitivity to a risk
factor can be gauged using internal models if it has sufficient trading data to do
so. Those without a detailed recent trading history are tagged as non-modellable
risk factors (NMRFs) and capitalised separately.
Sterling-denominated swaptions, as well as certain points of the dollar and
euro swaption surfaces, are among the instruments likely to fall into the latter
category due to seasonal variations in trading patterns, according to research
published by three industry bodies.1
In developed markets, sovereign credit default swaps, Canadian bonds, and
derivatives referencing interest rate, foreign exchange and equity curves beyond
the five-year point, as well as some points at the shorter end of each term
structure, are also affected by seasonal trends, which may render their associated
risk factors non-modellable, the research states.
Across emerging markets, certain interest rate curves, as well as foreign
exchange and interest rate volatility for non-group of four currencies, are likely
to be branded NMRFs at certain times of the year. Cross-currency, Libor and
overnight index swap basis curves were also deemed vulnerable.

1 Risk factors vulnerable to impact of seasonality
= probably
✘ = non✔ = modellable
unmodellable
modellable
GBP swaptions – single bank view
Underlying tenor
0.5 years

Previously published on Risk.net
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What are NMRFs?
FRTB upgrades capital requirements for banks. Under the framework, market
risk can be quantified using a bank’s own internal model or using Basel-defined
standardised approaches. NMRFs are those risk factors that a bank is not
permitted to compute capital requirements for, because they are referenced by
an insufficient amount of real trading data. To avoid NMRF treatment, a risk
factor must be referenced by an instrument that is traded or quoted at least once
a month. Industry research suggests NMRFs could make up as much as 30% of
internal model firms’ market risk capital.
Why they matter
Basel has placed numerous obstacles in the path of banks aspiring to use their
internal models under FRTB; stringent risk factor eligibility tests are just one. It is
even possible that the high threshold for risk factors to be deemed modellable,
alongside high NMRF capital charges, could discourage banks from going down
the internal model route altogether.
The once-a-month observation rule is seen as especially capricious as it
punishes risk factors, not because of banks’ inability to model them but because
of the vagaries of the trading year. Small wonder then that this has been
the subject of intense lobbying by market participants in the latest round of
Basel‑led consultations. It is also why technology vendors and other firms have
been busy working on so-called data pooling solutions, which aggregate data
across multiple banks to help lenders acquire the observations they need to keep
risk factors within their internal models. ■
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Japan regulator: “We are
racing to finish FRTB in 2018”
Japanese banks warn against rushing rules with poor data, and fret over EU delays. By Blake Evans-Pritchard

A

leading Japanese regulator has
warned that the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision must complete
its revamp of the market risk capital
framework before the end of 2018, or face a further
delay to implementation beyond 2022.
But Japanese banks fear this tight schedule
is insufficient to collect the data necessary to
calibrate FRTB correctly, and also worry about an
unlevel playing field if Europe moves more slowly
than Japan.
“FRTB is now the single most important factor
we have to work on. I would sincerely like this
work to be completed by the end of the year. This
is my commitment,” said Shunsuke Shirakawa,
vice-commissioner for international affairs at the
Japan Financial Services Agency (JFSA), speaking at
the Risk Japan conference in Tokyo on June 6. “If it
is not agreed by then, it would be very difficult for
implementation to be achieved by 2022.”
The deadline for member jurisdictions to implement
FRTB has already been pushed back in December
last year, from an original start date of 2019. This
delay allowed the Basel Committee to consult on
modifications to the framework in March 2018.
The possible changes touch on some of the
elements that have proved most controversial
among dealers. These include defining nonmodellable risk factors that will be subject to
capital add-ons for banks calculating their capital
requirements using the internal models approach
(IMA), and the profit-and-loss attribution (PLA) test
that banks must pass to win supervisory approval
for IMA models.
“There have been concerns raised about the
implementation of FRTB. The risk sensitivity is too
low, or it is too complicated. These [issues] are now
being reviewed,” Shirakawa said.
But Japanese market participants at the same
conference expressed concern that the tight
timeline would make it difficult for them to gather
sufficient data to ensure Basel has calibrated the
regime accurately.
“The Basel Committee and industry still have
a large gap in their understanding [of FRTB]
and there is still insufficient data to get Basel to

understand what the impact of the challenges
and the issues are,” said Taizo Makino, head of
the government and regulatory affairs office for
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (MUFG), at a
separate panel discussion.
Lack of incentives
Sources say the Basel Committee has privately
signalled dissatisfaction with the quality of data
submitted under quantitative impact studies, which
were part of the drafting process for the new rules.
One banker at the conference acknowledged
firms have been reluctant to invest heavily in the
systems needed to calculate FRTB model outputs
until they know if they are likely to derive capital
benefits from doing so. From an early stage,
banks have fretted that the PLA test would be too
difficult to pass, forcing banks onto a standardised
approach with more punitive capital requirements,
and therefore removing any incentive to invest in
IMA capabilities.
“We can’t always submit meaningful data if
we haven’t first spent the money to maintain
and establish a platform – and we won’t do this
unless we can see a clear benefit of doing so,” said
Tsuyoshi Hirano, managing director in the group risk
management department of Nomura.
Hirano described this as an “eternal circle”,
which could only be escaped if banks were given
more reassurances over the PLA test. The March
consultation included permission to modify data
inputs for the bank’s IMA models (known as risktheoretical profit and loss (P&L)) to better match
the data from front-office pricing models (known as
hypothetical P&L). Banks fail the test if there are too
many deviations between the risk-theoretical and
hypothetical P&L outputs.
Hirano said the issue of data mismatches could
be particularly problematic where the bank lacked
historical data and instead had to use proxies for
risk models. For example, in the case of recently
listed equities, the front office P&L would use
exchange closing prices, but the time series would
not be long enough to calculate value-at-risk or
expected shortfall figures used in the risk-theoretical
P&L models.

“If it is possible to have 100% reproduction of
the risks that occur on the front desk then that
would be great, but if we don’t have the historical
data then this doesn’t make sense,” Hirano said.
“Some of the information that needs to be fed
into the pass-fail test is difficult if not impossible to
collect, so in this kind of situation provisional figures
have to become the final figure. [At the moment]
it is unlikely we would have a large amount of
transactions that could go into the ‘pass’ box.”
Consistency is key
Both the Japanese industry and Japanese regulators
are anxious to make sure everyone moves towards
FRTB at the same time.
“Any discrepancies between jurisdictions globally
could tamper with a level playing field,” said MUFG’s
Makino. “Even if we do have the content ready, the
timing of the introduction could be different between
jurisdictions and this would lead to uncertainty. The
regulation in each country should start from 2022.”
Particular concern was raised about the European
Union’s approach to FRTB implementation. The EU
intended to introduce the market risk framework
as part of a revision to the capital requirements
regulation (CRR II), due to be adopted before the
European Commission’s current mandate ends
in April 2019. However, it now appears possible
that FRTB could be introduced only as a reporting
requirement under CRR II, with the capital
requirements to be finalised in a further package
under the next commission.
The EU has already proposed a four-year phase-in
period, so the added legislative delay could result
in the full capital requirements being applied later
than 2022. And Makino also pointed out that the
proposed phase-in starts with a scalar of just 65%
on the capital requirements, which is “far more
lenient than international standards”.
JFSA’s Shirakawa promised the audience:
“Japan will be observant [and] we will make
sure market fragmentation is avoided. It is very
important to have a consistent approach, and
we will make sure we provide support for other
countries’ implementation.” ■
Previously published on Risk.net
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Nordic banks mull
regional data pool
Local tie-up could “prevent big banks from entering the markets in the Nordics”, says local risk manager. By Dan DeFrancesco with
editing by Tom Osborn

L

arge Nordic-based banks are discussing
setting up their own data pool to help
them meet new market risk rules, Risk.net
has learned, continuing a trend of regions
looking to pool data privately and avoid third-party
vendors’ global utilities.
The Nordic banks are the latest regional bloc
considering shunning global data utilities in favour
of a regional data pool based squarely on local
markets. The goal of the pool – which would
aggregate banks’ local trade data – would be to
lessen the impact of FRTB’s punitive non-modellable
risk factor (NMRF) framework.
At least four Nordic banks have had initial
discussions with a vendor regarding a pilot
project, according to a risk manager at one of the
banks. The source says the vendor favours Nordic
banks contributing to its larger, global offering,
but is interested in working with the firms on a
regional data pool.
“The vendor would prefer if the banks joined a
global data pool,” the risk manager says. “[But]
apparently, the banks wanted to be a little bit
exclusive and have this Nordic data pool.”
Under FRTB, institutions face costly add-ons to
market risk capital requirements if the risk factors used
for their internal models are deemed non-modellable.
Risk factors based on markets where data is thin or
patchy are in greater danger of falling into the NMRF
category, prompting banks to consider pooling data.
Several large vendors have begun developing such
pooled solutions for banks, including Bloomberg,
the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation and
IHS Markit. However, the development of these
utilities has not been easy. Progress was initially
slowed by dealers’ concerns over privacy issues, data
standardisation and a lack of clarity from regulators
over governance requirements. Larger banks with
bigger trade datasets have also argued they should
not have to pay to use their own data submitted
voluntarily to pooling services.
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Following Canada
The Nordic region isn’t the first to consider
pooling its data separately from the rest of the
world. In March, Risk.net reported six of Canada’s
largest banks were working on an internal
project – known as the Canadian Data Utility – to
pool their trade data in local markets. The banks
chose Montreal-based technology firm TickSmith.
The firms themselves are proposing to operate
the data pool, in a bid to avoid fees payable to
vendors for aggregating and disseminating the
data. TickSmith will charge operational costs for
the initial build back to the joint venture that
owns the utility, it is understood.
Details on the Nordic pilot project are sparse,
with sources Risk.net spoke to for this article
indicating discussions were at a preliminary stage.
The risk manager says the vendor they spoke to
was hoping to set up a roundtable discussion with
the Nordic banks before the summer. The source
insisted the venture would be run by the vendor –
seemingly putting it at odds with the Canadian
venture, and heading off criticism from industry
observers who argue banks will struggle to manage
data pools co-operatively between themselves in
the long run.
“The vendor is going to run it,” the risk manager
says. “It’s not just Nordic banks getting together and
creating a solution for themselves.”
Another source with knowledge of the
discussion says no agreements between the
vendor and the banks are in place yet, even
in principle.
Industry experts have voiced concerns about
potential global fragmentation if several regions
choose to pool their own data. Bigger banks fear
data hoarding by smaller players could lead to
a patchwork of regional pools, forcing them to
negotiate access to each if they need data on a
particular market.
The risk manager says regional banks

understand the potential benefits of participating
in a global pool that includes data contributions
from larger banks on multiple markets – but there
is also significant value in holding on to data
on local markets that global rivals may lack, the
source adds.
“This is about making it a competitive
advantage,” the source says. “If the Nordics
only give data to each other, that could perhaps
prevent the big banks from entering the markets
in the Nordics.”
Another source at one of Nordic banks involved
in the talks says his firm is not in any formal
discussions with regional peers on joining a data
pooling effort – and adds that he is not in a rush to
join one.
“I don’t see any first-mover advantage here. On
the contrary, if you sit back and wait, and others
have created a consortium, they will all be trying
to get you on board… We’re a market leader in
the Nordics; we clearly have some data that all the
others want,” he says, pointing to the example of
local government bond market data.
Under FRTB, banks’ market risk models can
only make use of pricing inputs that meet strict
eligibility criteria: each must be referenced by
a minimum of 24 “real prices” a year, with a
maximum period of one month between two
consecutive observations. “Real prices” are defined
in the FRTB text as those at which an institution
has conducted an actual transaction, or those
obtained from a committed quote.
Risk factors that fall short are deemed
non-modellable, and capitalised separately.
A 2016 industry study revealed these NMRFs
could represent up to 30% of the total market
risk capital for banks using the internal models
approach. For some banks with a large presence in
less liquid markets or products, the total could be
as high as 50%. ■
Previously published on Risk.net
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Dynamic forex
hedging takes a blow
Industry says recent Basel proposals are unclear and retain burden of pre-approval for hedges. By Samuel Wilkes with additional
reporting by Philip Alexander

Need to know
• On March 22, the Basel Committee published
a consultation paper revising elements of the
market risk framework known as FRTB.
• The rules require banks to capitalise all
foreign exchange positions – whether in the
trading book or the banking book – under
FRTB. An exemption is provided to hedges
that are placed to mitigate the forex risk to
banks’ capital ratios.
• The consultation alters the qualifying criteria
for the exemption by removing limitations on
the amount of hedging banks can put in place.
• However, banks complain the rules still
require them to seek regulatory approval for
any hedging changes, precluding the effective
deployment of dynamic hedging strategies.
• Uncertainty exists over whether the
hedging activity of bank subsidiaries
qualifies for the exclusion.

C

omic book heroes Batman and Robin
are dubbed the ‘Dynamic Duo’ because
of their effectiveness in fighting crime
on the streets of Gotham City. But
if the pair had to ask the mayor for permission
before apprehending each criminal mastermind,
fans would have to find a different nickname for
the partnership.
Treasurers may feel the same way about the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision’s FRTB. The
market risk rules make allowances for banks to use
dynamic hedging strategies for their capital ratios –
but only with pre-approval from the regulator,
among other restrictions. Changes proposed recently
by Basel have done little to assuage fears the new
rules could hinder these hedging efforts.
Under FRTB, banks must capitalise all foreign
exchange positions as market risk, whether or
not the position is held in the trading book or
banking book. But the rules provide an exemption
to hedges undertaken to mitigate the impact
on banks’ capital ratios from expected or actual

adverse movements in exchange rates – known as
structural forex hedges.
Banks are vulnerable to changes in the exchange
rate between the currencies in which overseas
subsidiaries operate and the currency in which their
parent company’s capital ratio is denominated.
On March 22, the Basel Committee launched
a consultation revising aspects of FRTB, including
the exemption provided to structural forex hedges.
Banks and lobbyists had previously complained
about the limiting nature of the exemption, so the
latest changes aim to align the exemption more
closely with current market practices.
But the revisions do not go far enough,
warn bankers and lobbyists, and the proposed
exemption still does not reflect the reality of
hedging techniques. In particular, the need for local
supervisors to pre-approve changes to hedges,
together with lingering ambiguities in the text,
could tie the hands of treasurers when hedging their
banks’ capital ratios.
“If each time you need to change your position
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model. Ideally, these numbers should match closely,
affirming the validity of the bank’s modelling
efforts. Only then can the desk in question use the
internal models approach for calculating its risk
capital. Divergences between the two figures could
result in the failure of the test and loss of internal
model approval.
Banks face a challenge to include the structural
forex hedge into the front-office pricing model
because it is held in the banking book rather being
a trading book exposure, which the front office
undertakes and accounts for. As a result, including
banking book hedges under market risk could cause
forex desks to fail the PLA test. Banks are keen,
therefore, to make use of the exemption to avoid the
prospect of the more punitive standardised approach.

Jouni Aaltonen, Afme
you have to approve it with the regulator, it would
be hard to be dynamic,” says a capital manager at
a large European investment bank. “It doesn’t work
as efficiently as you would like, given the time it
would take for you to go to your supervisor, [and]
for the supervisor to then review it and then come
back to you.”
While banks must capitalise the counterparty
credit risk of the trade for uncollateralised swaps,
they are exempt from capitalising the market risk
due to the position being a risk management tool
for capital. This helps to lower the overall capital
burden of the new FRTB regime.
The exemption is even more significant
for banks aiming to pass the profit-and-loss
attribution (PLA) test, which allows them to use
their own internal models to capitalise market
risk exposures. The internal models approach
(IMA) is desirable because it is likely to produce
significantly lower capital numbers than the
alternative regulator-set standardised approach.
The PLA test compares the profit and loss
outputs of the bank’s internal risk model with
the numbers produced by the front-office pricing

Not so dynamic
Under the current drafting of the consultation paper
for structural forex, banks would be prevented from
changing their hedging position as frequently or as
quickly as they would need to.
“This isn’t something that stays static. As your
assets and liabilities change, you may want to
change the size of the forex hedge you have in
place. If then you have to go through supervisory
approval each time you have to modify it, it just
seems burdensome,” says the bank capital manager.
Dynamic hedging is where a firm reviews and
changes its hedges frequently in response to
anticipated market movements. This contrasts with
static hedging, where the firm does not rebalance
the exposure and the position is maintained until
maturity. As currency rates can change frequently
and sometimes unpredictably, firms often deploy a
dynamic hedging strategy to neutralise structural
forex risk.
“Where banks have multiple branches and
subsidiaries around the world, they often adjust
those hedges and roll the hedges over,” says Jouni
Aaltonen, a director at the Association of Financial
Markets in Europe (Afme), a banking industry body.

“It is not like you have an open forex position and
try to establish maturity, and put on a trade for
that maturity and that’s it. That’s not how it works,
and the Basel Committee needs to recognise that
in the FRTB.”
Changes to hedges largely depend on the
parameters set by the overall policy assigned by the
treasury. Treasurers would define how much the
underlying exposure would need to move before
altering any hedge stemming from the exposure. If a
small move occurs, the bank may opt to wait before
changing the position, while more significant moves
could require immediate action.
A capital management expert at a consultancy
says the restrictions would be particularly
problematic during a period of volatility in the forex
market, such as in the months following the UK’s
decision to leave the European Union. A UK firm
with foreign subsidiaries, for example, would have a
capital ratio denominated in sterling. With the value
of sterling constantly decreasing and increasing with
each development relating to Brexit, its capital ratio
would correspondingly shrink and inflate.
“If you have a very large fluctuation of one
currency to another on a daily basis, then there are
circumstances [where] what you expected to be an
effective hedge for a week, month or year becomes
completely ineffective just overnight,” says the
consultant. “If they want to design the regulation
in a way that is useful, it should at least take into
account situations like that and provide banks with
the opportunities to readjust their hedge for very
large market movements.”
Pre-approval could also prove unnecessary and
burdensome for the supervisor, says the bank capital
manager, as the rules require all banks to submit
documentation to their regulator regarding the
positions and amounts of structural forex hedges.
If the local regulator had cause to suspect
the bank was no longer using the exemption for
legitimate structural forex hedges, this could give
grounds for the regulator to challenge the bank.

SILVER LININGS
The March 22 consultation paper updating the Basel
Committee’s original FRTB text does offer some
solutions to the ambiguities and bureaucratic process
in the requirements for structural forex hedges,
sources say.
The previous version of the exemption limited
the hedge to the size of the parent’s holdings in the
affiliate or subsidiary. But banks complained this metric
was misguided; hedging is intended to protect against
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adverse forex movements for the capital ratio. As such,
the original rules imposed the wrong benchmark for
the amount of structural foreign exchange hedging
the banks would be able to undertake.
This version also suggested banks would not be able
to hedge the forex exposure arising from branches,
since that entity type was not specified in the wording.
The Basel Committee has now altered the
language. Instead of limiting the amount of the hedge

to investments in foreign entities, the consultation
paper limits the hedge to the amount that would
mitigate the sensitivity of a bank’s capital ratios to
movements in exchange rates.
Also, branches are included in the definition of a
structural forex hedge. “Branches are included in
scope, which is helpful because banks need to be able
to hedge the exposure from those entities,” says Jouni
Aaltonen of Afme.
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“There is a burden on the supervisor,” says the
bank capital manager. “They have got to look at this
again and again each time a bank wants to change
something. It is also unnecessary because there is
already a requirement to report the positions to the
regulator in the text, so they have documents and
they could review that, and then ask questions. It
doesn’t make sense to have the additional approval
for each change.”
The intention of the structural hedging
requirements is to ensure banks do not use the
exemption for forex positions that are ultimately
traded to gain profit from a move in currency rates,
rather than for hedging the structural forex risk.
Being able to scrutinise banks’ every move before
they even make them would help local regulators
to keep banks in check. But this objective might not
fit perfectly with the loose hedging strategies banks
deploy to tackle the risk.

One area of ambiguity in the consultation paper
is what is meant by the exclusion of the hedge
“remaining in place for the life of the assets or other
items”. Bankers are unclear about the meaning
of “assets” – whether it refers to the capital
instrument or the hedge put in place.
If the word indicates the capital instrument,
and the underlying is debt, then banks would
have to match the duration of the hedge with
the underlying. This would be a drawback for any
attempts at dynamic hedging.
If the underlying is equity, further doubts exist.
“With instruments that don’t have a maturity,
such as equity, does that mean you can’t hedge
at all? I think the wording needs clarity to ensure
dynamic hedging can still be done,” says the bank
capital manager.
Another point of uncertainty is the requirement
that “the exclusion…is made for at least six

“This isn’t something that stays static. As your assets and liabilities change
you may want to change the size of the forex hedge you have in place”
Bank capital manager

Consistency needed
“Right now, dynamic hedging is not being
recognised and it is very complicated to do if you
want some sort of recognition from the regulator
of that strategy. The regulators want to see a
consistent approach and that is not always the case
for dynamic hedging strategies,” says the capital
management expert.
Instead, Afme’s Aaltonen says, regulatory preapproval should be reserved only for changes to the
bank’s overall policy.
“The wording is you get a supervisory
pre‑approval for the hedge. Is it for individual
transactions or the hedging strategy? It makes sense
to pre-approve the hedging strategy but not each
individual transaction if there are changes in your
balance sheet structure and current valuations. It is
not hedged once at that top-of-the-house level – it
is a much more granular and much more gradual
change,” says Aaltonen.
Hard to match
Regulatory pre-approval is not the only requirement
in the exemption that would threaten hedging
strategies. Ambiguities in other provisions could
result in restrictive interpretations hindering
treasury departments.

months”. Sources are interpreting this in different
ways. The capital manager reads it as requiring the
firm to review every six months whether the position
is a legitimate hedge.
But Risk.net understands from other sources
that the Basel Committee’s intention is for six
months to be an indicator for supervisors to assess
whether a position is genuinely structural – with
a discretionary degree of leeway the supervisor
could apply.
The rationale is these positions are held over
the long term and are not intended to make a
profit, which suggests the exemption is provided
to positions lasting for a minimum of six months.
This could prove problematic if the bank needs
to place or replace short-dated hedges due
to expected changes in the underlying price
movement for a currency.
Afme’s Aaltonen says: “I would think it should
be that the ‘open forex strategy in place’ or
‘hedging strategy in place’ should be reviewed
every six months. The problem with the current
wording is the delta and ratio may change over
that six-month period, so you may need to adjust
your hedges over time. That needs to be more
aligned with industry practices.”
The bank capital manager agrees this

interpretation would make it hard for banks to use
suitable hedges: “Sometimes the liquidity in these
markets means you may want to keep rolling a
short-dated position, particularly if the risk is short.”
A further complaint is FRTB defines structural
forex in the limited context of exposure from
overseas entities, without directly mentioning the
denominated currency of the firm’s capital ratio.
For example, a German bank with global business
might want to hedge the fall of the euro against
a basket of currencies, rather than hedging the
rise of each individual currency against the euro.
Currently, the wording of the consultation paper
does not allow for structural forex activity explicitly
done for this purpose.
The proposals also do not state whether the
exemption covers subsidiaries that might need to
hedge the forex risk to their own capital ratios. A UK
bank with a subsidiary in Hong Kong, for example,
might hedge the sterling/Hong Kong dollar rate. But
if the Hong Kong subsidiary also runs operations
in Malaysia, the parent may wish to hedge the
Hong Kong dollar/Malaysian ringgit rate to protect
the subsidiary’s capital ratio. Any reduction in the
subsidiary’s capital ratio would eat into the amount
of dividend payments passed from the subsidiary to
the holding company.
“The bit the Basel Committee doesn’t put across
in the structural forex requirements is that the
holding companies may hedge subsidiary ratios
themselves, and the capital ratio can change
because of both the capital and the risk-weighted
assets, which would mean there could be a hedge
stemming from a move of both parts of the ratio,”
says the bank capital manager.
The manager adds: “They need to make sure the
structural hedge can hedge a subsidiary ratio and
either side of the capital ratio, and each one of those
gets picked up for the exemption.”
So although bankers might not be relying on a
fictional ‘Dynamic Duo’ to help fix shortcomings
in FRTB’s latest text, a concerted push from the
industry could take them some of the way there. ■
Previously published on Risk.net
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• Quants find hidden currency risk in domestic
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• FRTB packs bigger-than-expected capital
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• FRTB standardised approach threatens
commodity hedging www.risk.net/5273386
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